Taking care of our kids can be a little bit tricky. Here is a list of gadgets to help make your day a little easier

You can click on the pictures to take you to the links
Credit; Lindsay Jones mother of one of our MTM warriors, Raxton Jones

*Car seat and/or stroller support

*Head Support (Baby elephant ears)
*Vent holder (Easily hook the vent onto the handle of the stroller or wheelchair)

*Stroller or wheelchair clip on fan (It can also be clipped to the bed or anywhere else)
*Head and neck support for the car ride

*Neck pillow to help support head control while in a stroller/wheelchair
*Washable G button covers

*Feeding bag hook (The Velcro strap allows you to put this anywhere you may need it)
*Wubbanub pacifier (They come in lots of different animals and colors)

*Clip on iPad holder